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There is no a better way than chartering a super 

yacht to open up limitless possibilities to go 

anywhere in the world that you desire. Whether 

it’s breathtaking natural beauty, intriguing 

historical heritage or adrenaline pumped 

adventure that you’re searching for, we have 

compiled a destination guide spanning Indonesian 

most beautiful destinations to start turning your 

fantasy vacation into a reality.

A truly unique experience
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Exploring the most spectacular and – for all 

but the most privileged few – inaccessible 

archipelagos on the planet. 

A realm of uninhabited islands and deserted 

beaches, remote tribal villages and historic 

spice-trade sites, pristine coral reefs and 

dazzling marine life.
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Mantamae 
Phinisi | 30,50 mt | 8 guests

“Mantamae, 
your experience 
begins here.”
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Style Phinisi

Built 2014

Length 30.50 mt

Beam 6.67 mt

Draft 6.69  mt

Engine Mitsubishi 8 DC9-Twin Turbo 350 HP

Fuel Capacity 7.000 l

Cruising speed 8 knots

Guests Cabins 4

Guests 10

Crew Captain + 8

Cruising area Raja Ampat, Komodo, Forgotten Islands, Banda Sea

Price per week low season 28.000 $ all inclusive

Price per week high season 30.800 $ all inclusive

MANTAMAE| MAIN FEATURES
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DESCRIPTION
Mantamae is a luxury 31-meter Phinisi ironwood 

schooner launched in 2014.

Ideal for the ones who are seeking to live an 

extraordinary experience in a pristine paradise: 

Indonesian archipelago of Raja Ampat.

Mantamae is the best luxury solution for the most 

curious travellers with the passion for cruising 

and exploring each remote corner of the planet in 

complete comfort and safety.

Twin masts, elegant bowsprit and seven sail 

rigging: the Mantamae gives the taste of a 

bygone age in a world of commonplace modern 

yacht charters.
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DESCRIPTION
A perfect combination of the ancient romantic 

traditions and the modern design and technology.

Did you know that the keel of Mantamae was 

obtained from a single rare Ironwood tree found in 

the jungles of Kalimantan and shaped following 

traditional methods of construction as well as 

mystical rituals handed down through generations?

After the completion of the hull and superstructure, 

she was hand-hauled into the water and floated on a 

high tide, then moved to Bali where master 

craftsmen fitted it out using the best natural 

materials.

Polished Indonesian teakwood were used for the 

decks, and interiors richly adorned with fossilized 

wood and semi-precious stones from Madagascar.
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   EXTERIOR GALLERY
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   INTERIOR GALLERY
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DESCRIPTION
Interiors

With a master cabin plus two others with bunk 

beds and on the main deck a bunk beds with 

private bathroom – perfect for older kids or friends 

sharing a cabin, can accommodate a total of 10 

guests. 

You’ll find life aboard Mantamae fun and laid 

back. 

She is the perfect choice for diving enthusiasts or 

for anyone that has ever dreamed of being gently 

rocked by the Indian Ocean. Your holiday aboard 

Mantamae will also bring you into genuine contact 

with the culture of this enchanted area of the 

world.
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MANTAMAE | LAYOUT
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DESTINATIONS

Raja Ampat

Komodo
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DESTINATIONS

Forgotten Islands

Banda Sea
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Tailor made Itineraries
We offer tailor-made trips for private charter 

compatibly with our schedule/
calendar
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ACTIVITIES

Diving - Freediving

Water Sports

Land Excursion

Kayaking
Water Skiing
Underwater scooter
Stand up Paddles

Colourful tribes in Papua,
Traditional weaving villages in 

Flores,
Famed whale hunters of Alor

Trek virgin rainforest
nutmeg plantations

climb volcanoes

Dives
Courses

Nat
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ACTIVITIES

Retreat

Yoga

Wellbeing

Yoga & Meditation
*On request

Massage (on request)
Special Food & Drink

Shipwrecked On a deserted beach

Wellness/Ayurveda and Yoga
Retreat are available all the

year. 
We settled a special

team

Wel s
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A fascinating adventure through 
the true spirit of Indonesia’s 
maritime heritage awaits you!


